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THE D–MODULE STRUCTURE OF R[F ]–MODULES

MANUEL BLICKLE

Abstract. Let R be a regular ring, essentially of finite type over a perfect
field k. An R–module M is called a unit R[F ]–module if it comes equipped
with an isomorphism F e∗M −→ M, where F denotes the Frobenius map on
SpecR, and F e∗ is the associated pullback functor. It is well known that M
then carries a natural DR–module structure. In this paper we investigate the
relation between the unit R[F ]–structure and the induced DR–structure onM.
In particular, it is shown that if k is algebraically closed and M is a simple
finitely generated unit R[F ]–module, then it is also simple as a DR–module.
An example showing the necessity of k being algebraically closed is also given.

1. Introduction

The purpose of this article is to investigate the relationship between Frobenius
actions and differential structure on modules over a regular ring R. Both Frobenius
andD–module techniques were used with great success in commutative algebra. For
example, in his groundbreaking work, Lyubeznik shows various finiteness properties
of local cohomology modules of a regular ring, using Frobenius techniques in finite
characteristic [15] (see also [13]) and D–modules in characteristic zero [14]. In fact,
these two viewpoints are somewhat reconciled by noticing that modules with a
certain Frobenius action (unit R[F ]–modules, see the definition in the next section)
carry a natural DR–module structure. A more careful analysis then shows [16],
[17] that the characteristic zero and p > 0 proofs are different manifestations of the
same argument.

In this paper we further clarify this connection between the unit R[F ]–structure
and the induced DR–structure on an R–module M. Our main result implies that
if R is a regular ring, essentially of finite type over an algebraically closed field,
then a simple, finitely generated unit R[F ]–module M is DR–simple. This is a
consequence of the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Let R be regular and essentially of finite type over the perfect field
k. Let M be a finitely generated unit R[F ]–module. Then its geometric length as
an R[F ]–module is the same as its geometric DR–module length.

The term geometric refers to the length after tensoring with an algebraically
closed extension field. In addition to correcting an inaccuracy in the literature
([15], Remark 5.6a), this result plays an important part in establishing the finite
characteristic analog of the Kashiwara–Brylinski intersection homologyDR–module
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[3], [4]. For a normal quotient A = R/I of the regular ring R, this module, call
it L(A,R), is constructed as the unique simple unit R[F ]–submodule of the local
cohomology Hc

I (R), using Frobenius techniques. With the above result one con-
cludes that it is also DR–simple. Thus L(A,R) is a true analog of Brylinski and
Kashiwara’s module, which is characterized as the unique simple DR–submodule
of Hc

I (R).
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 the basic facts about R[F ]–

modules are briefly recalled. The main results from [15] are presented in the form
in which they are needed to prove the above statements. Most proofs are omitted,
since they can be found either in [15] or [3] with complete detail.

Section 3 continues with background results on R[F ]–modules, focusing on the
interaction with DR–module theory. In this context a baby version of Frobenius
descent is introduced and applied to derive some elementary DR–structure results
of unit R[F ]–modules. Then we continue to lay out all the necessary tools for the
proof of Theorem 1.1.

Section 4 introduces geometric uR[F ]–length and proves the basic results about
this and related notions of length. Together with the results from Section 3, we are
then able to prove Theorem 1.1.

Section 5 contains some examples showing that geometric length possibly devi-
ates from the length as a unit R[F ]–module in general. Consequently, the same
examples also give an example of a simple, finitely generated unit R[F ]–module
which is not DR–simple.

Acknowledgements. The results in this article are part of my dissertation at the
University of Michigan. It is a great pleasure to thank my advisor, Karen Smith,
for her guidance and support during my graduate studies.

Thanks go to Matt Emerton for entrusting me with early manuscripts of [9],
[10], and to Brian Conrad for numerous comments on my dissertation, enhancing
the content and exposition of this article greatly.

2. R[F ]–modules: a brief recall

Throughout this paper R always denotes a regular ring. Mostly we will assume
that R is essentially of finite type over a perfect field k. The (absolute) Frobenius
map on R, i.e., the ring map sending each element to its pth power, is denoted by
F = FR. The associated map on X = SpecR we also denote by the same letter
F = FX .1

If M is an R–module, then Me denotes the R–R–bimodule, which as a left mod-
ule is just M , but with right structure twisted by the eth iterate of the Frobenius,
i.e., for r ∈ R and m ∈ M one has m · r = rp

e

m. With this notation, Psekine and
Szpiro’s Frobenius functor is defined as F ∗(M) = R1⊗M . Thinking of F as a map
on SpecR, this is just the pullback functor for the Frobenius map. The following
summarizes a few well-known properties of F ∗:

Proposition 2.1. (1) F ∗ is right exact and commutes with direct limits.
(2) If R is regular, then F ∗ is exact and hence commutes with finite inter-

sections.

1Alternatively we could use the relative Frobenius, and a similar theory would develop. To
keep notation as simple as possible I chose to stick with the absolute case.
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Analogously, one defines the higher powers of the Frobenius map and functor.
Obviously, (F e)∗ = (F ∗)e, and therefore we denote these higher powers of the
Frobenius functor just by F e∗. Whenever e is clear from the context, we denote pe

by q.

Definition 2.2. An R[F e]–module is an R–module M together with an R–linear
map

ϑe : F e∗M = Re ⊗M −→M.

If ϑe is an isomorphism, then (M, ϑe) is called a unit R[F e]–module.

By adjointness of extension and restriction of scalars for the Frobenius map
on SpecR, these maps ϑe ∈ Hom(F e∗M,M) are in one-to-one correspondence
with maps F eM ∈ Hom(M, F e∗M). Thus, alternatively, the R[F e]–module is deter-
mined by a map F eM : M −→ M satisfying the pe–linearity condition F eM(rm) =
rp
e

F eM(m) for all r ∈ R and m ∈M. The relation between the Frobenius structure
ϑeM : F e∗M −→M and the Frobenius action F eM :M −→M is illustrated by the
commutation of the following diagram:

(1) Re ⊗M F e∗M
ϑeM

��

M

F eR⊗idM

OO

F eM //M
Concretely, ϑe(r ⊗ m) = rF e(m) and F e(m) = ϑe(1 ⊗ m). For convenience, the
subscript “M” is often omitted on ϑeM and F eM.

Now it is easy to convince oneself that such a map F eM is nothing but an action
of the ring R[F e] on M, where R[F e] denotes the (noncommutative) ring which is
obtained from R by adjoining the noncommutative variable F e to R and forcing the
relations rp

e

F e = F er of pe–linearity. In other words, an R[F e]–module as defined
above is nothing but a module over the ring R[F e].

In this sense one defines the category of R[F e]–modules, R[F e]–mod, as the
module category over this ring R[F e]. As the module category over an associative
ring, R[F e]–mod is an abelian category. It is easily verified that with this definition
a map of R[F e]–modules (M,ϑeM ) and (N,ϑeN ) is a map ϕ : M −→ N of R–modules
such that

F e∗M
F e∗ϕ

//

ϑeM
��

F e∗N

ϑeN
��

M
ϕ

// N

commutes. The category of unit R[F e]–modules, uR[F e]–mod, is the full subcate-
gory whose objects are those R[F e]–modules that are unit. Using that for a regular
ring the Frobenius functor F e∗ is exact, it follows that uR[F e]–mod is also an
abelian category (see [3, Chapter 2] for details).

For all r > 0 one has an inclusion of rings, R[F er] ⊆ R[F e], yielding the re-
verse inclusion R[F e]–mod ⊆ R[F er]–mod of categories. If (M, ϑe) is an R[F e]–
module, then the Frobenius structure of M, viewed as an R[F er]–module, is de-
fined inductively as ϑer = ϑe(r−1)F e(r−1)∗(ϑe). It follows that the categories
{R[F e]–mod | e ∈ N } form a directed system whose limit is denoted by R[F ]–mod.
Thus an R[F ]–module is an R[F e]–module for some e, not necessarily explicitly
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specified.2 It is easily checked that the category of R[F ]–modules is also abelian.
Analogously one obtains the category of unit R[F ]–modules as the directed limit of
the categories of unit R[F e]–modules for various e. Again, uR[F ]–mod is abelian.

Example 2.3. The map Re ⊗ R −→ R sending r′ ⊗ r 7→ r′rq makes R into a unit
R[F e]–module.

Similarly, a localization S−1R of R is a unit R[F e]–module via the map r′⊗ r
s 7→

r′rq

sq . The inverse of this map is given by sending r
s to rsq−1 ⊗ 1

s .

2.0.1. Functors and base change. Let G be an additive functor from R–mod to
A–mod, where A is also a ring of finite characteristic p. If G commutes with the
Frobenius functor (i.e., we have a natural transformation of functors F e∗A ◦ G ∼=
G ◦ F e∗R ), then G naturally extends to a functor from R[F e]–mod to A[F e]–mod.
Indeed, if (M,ϑe) is a (unit) R[F e]–module, then

F e∗(G(M)) ∼= G(F e∗((M))
G(ϑe)−−−−−→ G(M)

defines a (unit) A[F e]–module structure on G(M). The first map is, of course, the
natural isomorphism of functors which was assumed. To verify that this definition
is functorial is straightforward. Since G commuting with F e∗ implies that G also
commutes with the higher powers of F e∗, the construction just described is indeed
a functor on (unit) R[F ]–modules, i.e., compatible with the inclusion of categories
R[F e]–mod ⊆ R[F er]–mod for r > 0.

It follows that for a map of rings R −→ A, tensoring with A over R is a functor
from (unit) R[F ]–modules to (unit) A[F ]–modules. All we need for this is the
natural isomorphism of A–R–bimodules

Ae ⊗A A ∼= Ae ∼= A⊗R Re.
Concretely, if (M, ϑe) is an R[F ]–module, then the A[F ]–structure on A ⊗M is
given by a′ ⊗ a⊗m 7→ a′aqϑe(1⊗m) (equivalently, the Frobenius action is defined
by F eA⊗M = F eA ⊗ F eM).

2.0.2. Notational conventions and Frobenius. If M is an R–submodule of the R[F ]–
module (M, ϑe, F e), then F e∗M is a submodule of F e∗M. Its image in M under
ϑe we denote by RF e(M) = ϑe(F e∗M), or briefly just by F e(M). Indeed, by
diagram (1), RF e(M) is the R–submodule ofM generated by the elements F e(m)
for m ∈ M . If M is unit, then F e∗M is, via ϑe, isomorphic to RF e(M). More
specifically, on the category of R–submodules of M, the two functors F e∗ and
RF e( ) are isomorphic since RF e( ) = ϑe◦F e∗( ). As it turns out, working with
the more explicit F e( ) = RF e( ) makes many arguments more transparent, since
one never leaves the ambient module M. This viewpoint will be used frequently
without further mention.

2.1. Finitely generated unit R[F ]–modules. The strength ofR[F ]–modules lies
in bringing some sort of finiteness to, a priori, infinitely generated objects, such
as local cohomology modules. This is simply achieved by enlarging the ring from
R to the quite big, noncommutative ring R[F e]. Exactly the same happens when

2In [3] these categories are denoted by R[F∞]–mod and uR[F∞]–mod respectively. The idea
behind the new notation here is that omission of an exponent on F means an unspecified exponent
and not exponent one. Thus R[F ]–mod seems more adequate to denote this category, as well as
being notationally much more convenient.
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DR–module techniques are used; there it is the ring of differential operators which
introduces additional structure.

Definition 2.4. An R[F ]–module (M, ϑe) is called finitely generated if it is a
finitely generated module over the ring R[F e].

Note that, ifM is generated by some finite subset S ⊆M as an R[F e]–module,
then, as an R[F er]–module, M is generated by the finite set S ∪ F e(S) ∪ · · · ∪
F e(r−1)(S). Thus the finitely generated R[F e]–modules are a subset of the finitely
generated R[F er]–modules. Therefore, the category of finitely generated R[F ]–
modules is, again, just the limit of the categories of finitely generated R[F e]–
modules for various e.

We recall some basic facts from Lyubeznik, but offer a slightly different view-
point. The basic construction is that of a generator of a unit R[F ]–module. Let
ϕ : M −→ F e∗M be an R–linear map. Consider the directed system one obtains by
taking higher Frobenius powers of this map. The limit one obtains

M lim−→(M
ϕ−−→ F e∗M

F∗ϕ−−−−→ F 2e∗M −→ · · · )

F e∗M

∼=

OO

lim−→( F e∗M
F∗ϕ−−−−→ F 2e∗M −→ · · · )

carries a natural unit R[F e]–module structure as indicated, taking into considera-
tion that F e∗ commutes with direct limits.

If a unit R[F ]–module (M, ϑe) arises in such a fashion, one calls ϕ a generator
of (M, ϑe). If M is finitely generated and ϕ is injective, then M is called a root
of M . In this case one identifies M with its isomorphic image in M = lim−→F er∗M .
Thus a root of a unit R[F ]–moduleM is a finitely generated R–submodule M such
that M ⊆ RF e(M) and M =

⋃
r RF

er(M) = R[F e]M .
A key observation is the following proposition [9].

Proposition 2.5. The unit R[F ]–module (M, ϑe) is finitely generated if and only
if M has a root.

Proof. The “only if” direction is easy, since a finite set of R–module generators of
a root M of M generatesM as an R[F e]–module.

Conversely, let M ′ be the R–module generated by some finitely many R[F e]–
module generators of M. In other words,

(2) R[F e]M ′ =
∞∑
n=0

Fne(M ′) =M.

Since ϑe is an isomorphism, M = ϑ(Re ⊗M) = F e(M). Applying F e to (2), we
get

M = F e(M) = F e(
∞∑
n=0

Fne(M ′)) =
∞∑
n=1

Fne(M ′).

Since M ′ was finitely generated, it is contained in a finite part of the above sum,
say M ′ ⊆

∑m
n=1 F

ne(M ′). Now we set M =
∑m−1

n=0 F
ne(M ′), and we see right away

that M ⊆ F e(M). Repeated application of F e( ) yields the following sequence of
inclusions:

M ⊆ F e(M) ⊆ F 2e(M) ⊆ F 3e(M) ⊆ · · · ,
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whose union is M since M contains M ′. Thus M is the desired root of M. �

This proposition allows for easy proofs of the following theorem of [15], Theorem
2.8:

Theorem 2.6. The category of finitely generated unit R[F ]–modules is an abelian
subcategory of the category of R[F ]–modules that is closed under extensions.

All finitely generated unit R[F ]–modules have the ascending chain condition in
the category of unit R[F ]–modules.

Proof. Everything except the fact that the kernels are finitely generated easily
follows using either the exactness of F e∗ or basic facts about categories of finitely
generated modules over an associative ring (they are abelian and closed under
extensions). Thus it remains to show that a unit R[F e]–submodule N of a finitely
generated unit R[F e]–module M is also finitely generated. To see this, let M be a
root of M, i.e., M ⊆ RF e(M) and M = R[F e]M . Then

M ∩ N ⊆ RF e(M) ∩N = RF e(M) ∩RF e(N ) = RF e(M ∩N )

and R[F e](M ∩ N ) = R[F e]M ∩ R[F e]N = M∩N = N . Thus M ∩ N is a root
of N , and therefore N is finitely generated as an R[F e]–module. In this argument
the fact (Proposition 2.1) that RF ( ) commutes with finite intersection was used
repeatedly.

To see that a finitely generated unit R[F ]–module has ACC, note that we just
showed that a unit R[F ]-submodule N ⊆ M is determined by its root N , the
intersection of N with a fixed root M of M. Thus increasing chains of unit R[F ]–
submodules of M correspond, by intersecting with the root M , to certain chains
of submodules of M . The latter stabilize because M is finitely generated as an
R–module, and thus so do the former. �

Already the fact that uR[F ]–mod has ACC is very useful for proving finiteness
statements for local cohomology modules, such as the finiteness of the set of asso-
ciated primes or the finiteness of the Bass numbers. But even more is true. The
following is Theorem 3.2 of [15]; we recall it here without proof.

Theorem 2.7. Let R be a regular finitely generated algebra over a regular local
ring. Then, in the category of unit R[F e]–modules, the finitely generated ones have
finite length.

It is an open problem whether this theorem is true without the assumptions on
R.

3. Frobenius action and differential structure

The connection between unit R[F ]–modules and differential operators originates
in the following description of the ring of differential operators over a ring of finite
characteristic.

Proposition 3.1. Let R be a finitely generated algebra over its subring Rp of pth
powers. Then

DR =
⋃

EndRpe (R)

is the ring of k–linear differential operators on R.
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For our purpose this proposition can be taken as the definition of the ring of
differential operators, therefore eliminating the need of reviewing its proof, which
can be found in [21]. The sets EndRpe (R) are called the differential operators of
level e and are denoted by D(e)

R . The interested reader will find a gentle introduction
to differential operators in finite characteristic in [3]; for the ultimate account see
[1], [2].

With this description of the ring of differential operators the action of DR on a
unit R[F ]–module becomes fairly straightforward. First note that EndRpe (R) can
be identified with Endmod–R(Re), the right R–module endomorphisms of Re. For
big enough r, a given differential operator δ lies in the set D(er)

R = Endmod–R(Rer).
For such r the action of δ on a unit R[F e]–module (M,ϑe) is given by the dashed
arrow of the following diagram:

M

(ϑer)−1

��

δ· //_______ M

Rer ⊗M δ⊗idM // Rer ⊗M

ϑer

OO

To check that this is independent of the chosen r is straightforward. This also shows
that one gets the same DR–structure whether one considers M as a unit R[F e]–
module or a unit R[F er]–module, for some r > 0. This implies that the process
of equipping a unit R[F e]–module with an underlying DR–structure is compatible
with the inclusion of categories uR[F e]–mod ⊆ uR[F er], thus is well defined as a
functor from uR[F ]–mod to DR–mod. The next lemma summarizes some properties
of this DR–structure.

Lemma 3.2. (1) The DR–structure on R induced by the canonical unit R[F ]–
structure is the canonical DR–structure on R.

(2) The described process of equipping a unit R[F ]–module with a DR–module
structure is an exact functor which commutes with localization.

For more details and proofs of these (and the following) statements, the reader
should refer to [3], Chapter 3, or [15], Section 5.

3.1. Frobenius descent. The interplay between Frobenius structures and DR–
modules becomes apparent by the simple, but powerful, fact that the Frobenius
functor is an equivalence of the category of DR–modules with itself. Ultimately,
this is a consequence of the description of DR as in Proposition 3.1 together with
the observation that all the endomorphism rings D(e)

R = Endmod–R(Re) are Morita
equivalent to R itself. This, on the other hand, is easily seen, since, for a regular R,
Re is locally a free rightR–module and therefore Endmod–R(Re) is just a matrix ring
over R, thus Morita equivalent to R. Then one checks that this Morita equivalence
between R and Endmod–R(Re) is, in fact, given by the Frobenius functor F e∗ ∼=
Re ⊗ . One obtains the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3 (Frobenius descent). Let R be regular and F–finite. The Frobenius
functor F e∗ is an equivalence of categories between the category of R–modules and
that of D(e)

R –modules. The functor inverse to F e∗ is given by

T e∗
def= Hommod–R(R,Re)⊗

D
(e)
R

.
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The functors F e∗ and T e∗ induce an auto-equivalence of the category of DR–
modules.

This result appears, much generalized, in Berthelot [2] under the name of Frobe-
nius descent. Similar versions are used by S. P. Smith [20], [19], B. Haastert [11],
[12] and R. Bøgvad [5]; also Lyubeznik implicitly uses Frobenius descent to prove
the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4 ([15], Theorem 5.6). Let R be regular and F–finite. Then, a finitely
generated unit R[F e]–module that has finite length as a unit R[F e]–module also has
finite length as a DR–module.

In particular, if R is a finitely generated algebra over a regular local ring, then
all finitely generated unit R[F e]–modules have finite DR–module length.

For the proof, please refer to [15]. In the next section part of the argument will
be given to see explicitly how Frobenius descent enters.

If M is a DR–module, the DR–structure that F e∗M obtains via Frobenius de-
scent is described as follows. Since M is a D

(e)
R –module for all e, we can write,

by Frobenius descent, M ∼= F e∗T e∗M, where T e∗M is an R–module. Thus
F ∗M ∼= F (e+1)∗T e∗M obtains a D

(e+1)
R –module structure by having δ act via

δ ⊗ idT e∗M. One can check (similarly as one checks the well-definedness of the
induced DR–action from a unit R[F ]–module) that the D(e)

R –structures on F ∗M
that one obtains in this way for all e are compatible and define a DR–structure on
M.

3.1.1. Frobenius descent for unit R[F ]–modules. As we have noted before, for an
R–submodule N of a unit R[F e]–module (M, ϑe, F e), the image F e∗N of N under
the Frobenius functor finds a concrete description as the R–submodule F e(N) of
M. Similarly, for a DR–submodule N ofM the DR–module T e∗N can be realized
as a DR–submodule T e(N ) of M as follows: On the category of DR–submodules
of M, the functor T e∗M can be identified with T eM( ) def= T e∗M(ϑ−1( )). Together
with the natural identification T e∗F e∗M ∼=M this makes T e(N ) a submodule of
M. Clearly, F e ◦ T e = T e ◦ F e are the identity functor on DR–submodules of M.
A more careful investigation shows that T eM(N ) = (F eM)−1(N ) as submodules of
M. Since we don’t need this description in what follows, its proof is omitted and
the reader is referred to [3], Chapter 3, for details.

When working with DR–submodules of a fixed unit R[F ]–module, it is advanta-
geous to use the un-starred variants of the functors T e∗ and F e∗, since this makes
the arguments much more transparent.

3.2. DR[F ]–modules. If (M, ϑe) is a unit R[F e]–module, then F e∗M carries a
natural DR–structure by Frobenius descent, as well as by being a unit R[F e]–
module (F e∗M, F e∗(ϑe)). To show that these two DR–structures are the same
comes down to checking that ϑe is DR–linear with respect to the DR–structure
on F e∗M coming from Frobenius descent. This motivates us to define a DR[F e]–
module in analogy with R[F e]–modules as a DR–module M together with a DR–
linear map ϑe : F e∗M −→ M. Of course, the DR–structure on F e∗M is the one
coming from Frobenius descent.

Definition 3.5. A DR[F e]–module is a DR-module M together with a DR-linear
map

ϑeM : F e∗R M−→M.
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In other words, a DR[F e]–module is an R[F e]–module (M, ϑe) that carries a DR–
structure such that ϑe is DR–linear. (M, ϑe) is called unit if ϑe is an isomorphism.

As just elaborated, unit R[F e]–modules are DR[F e]–modules. Conversely, by
forgetting the DR–structure, every unit DR[F e]–module is a unit R[F e]–module.
Thus, for the unit case this does not lead to anything new. One reason for working
with the more complicated category ofDR[F e]–modules is the following proposition.

Proposition 3.6. Let R be regular and F–finite. Then a DR[F e]–submodule of a
finitely generated unit R[F e]–module is also unit (and finitely generated).

Note that the equivalent statement for R[F e]–modules is not true. The example
of an ideal I of R that is an R[F e]–submodule but not unit shows this nicely.

Proof of 3.6. We have to show that a DR[F e]–submodule of a finitely generated
unit R[F e]–module is also unit. If N is such an F e–stable DR–submodule of a unit
R[F e]–module M, then F e(N ) ⊆ N . Applying T e and using its defining property
as the inverse functor of F e, we see thatN ⊆ T e(N ). Iterating, we get an increasing
chain of R–modules

N ⊆ T e(N ) ⊆ T 2e(N ) ⊆ . . . .
Intersecting this chain with a rootM ofM yields a chain of submodules ofM which,
since M is a finitely generated R–module, must stabilize. Let N def= T er(N ) ∩M =
T e(r+1)(N )∩M = . . . be the stable member. Using F er(T er(N )) = N , we see that
F e(N) = F e(T e(r+1)(N ) ∩M) = T er(N ) ∩ F e(M) ⊇ T er(N ) ∩M = N . Applying
F er for all r to this inclusion, we get another increasing sequence:

N ⊆ F e(N) ⊆ F 2e(N) ⊆ . . .

Let L be its limit. Since L arises as the increasing union of the Frobenius powers
of a single submodule, it is obviously a unit submodule of N , i.e., F e(L) = L ⊆ N .
For the converse inclusion let n ∈ N . For all sufficiently large r ≥ 0 we have
n ∈ F er(M). For such r also N = T er(N ) ∩M , and thus F er(N) = N ∩ F er(M).
Thus n ∈ F er(N), and therefore n ∈ L, since L is the increasing union of all
F er(N). �

Remark 3.7. Analogously to the case of R[F e]–modules, one can show that DR[F e]–
modules are just modules over an appropriate ring DR[F e]. In the case that the
ring R[F e] is in fact a subring of Endk(R) we can think of this ring DR[F e] as the
subring of Endk(R) generated by R[F e] and DR. In general one can define the ring
DR[F e] to be R[F e]⊗RDR, and then equip this tensor product with an appropriate
ring structure. This is done in [10], where many other interesting properties in this
context are shown. For example, they show the following (at first) surprising result:

Proposition 3.8. Let R be a regular ring essentially of finite type over a perfect
field k. Let M be a unit R[F e]–module. The following are equivalent.

(1) M is finitely generated as a DR[F e]–module.
(2) M is finitely generated as an R[F e]–module.
(3) M is finitely generated as a DR–module.

The proof of this is a clever application of Frobenius descent together with [15],
Theorem 5.6.
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3.3. DR–semisimple unit R[F ]–modules. An object M in an abelian category
is called semisimple if every subobject is a direct summand. If M also has finite
length (in the category), this is equivalent to every simple subobject being a direct
summand. In turn, this can be shown to be the same as M decomposing into a
finite direct sum of simple objects. The first result indicating the importance of
the notion of semisimplicity in the context of unit R[F ]–modules and DR–modules
is the following proposition, which is implicit in the proof of [15], Theorem 5.6.

Proposition 3.9. Let R be regular and F–finite. Let (M, ϑe) be a simple finitely
generated unit R[F e]–module. Then M is semisimple as a DR–module.

Proof. We show that every simple DR–submodule N of M is a direct DR–module
summand. By Frobenius descent, F eN is a simple DR–submodule of M. Repeat-
edly applying F e( ), we get a series {F reN } of simple DR–submodules of M . Let
r be the first time such that the intersection

(N + F eN + F 2eN + . . .+ F reN ) ∩ F (r+1)eN

is nonempty. SinceM has finite DR–module length by Theorem 3.4, such r exists.
For this r, the sum on the left is direct; in particular, N is a direct summand of
M′ def= N ⊕ F eN ⊕ F 2eN ⊕ . . . ⊕ F reN . Furthermore, F (r+1)eN is contained in
M′, by simplicity of F (r+1)eN . Then F eM′ ⊆ M′, and therefore M′ is a DR–
and R[F e]–submodule of M′. By Proposition 3.6, M′ is a unit R[F e]–submodule
of M. By simplicity of M as a unit R[F e]–module it follows that M′ =M. Thus
N is a direct summand of M. �

Proposition 3.10. Let R be regular and F–finite, and let (M, ϑe) be a finitely
generated unit R[F e]–module that is semisimple as a DR–module. For some r > 0,
all DR–isotypic components of M are R[F er]–submodules of M.

Proof. Let M = M1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Ms be the decomposition of M into its isotypic
components as a DR–module, i.e., Mi

∼= N⊕nii for distinct, simple DR–modules
Ni.

By Frobenius descent, F e∗Ni are again distinct (pairwise nonisomorphic) simple
DR–modules. Since F e∗ commutes with finite direct sums, it follows that F e∗M1⊕
. . . ⊕ F e∗Ms is the isotypic decomposition of F e∗M. Since ϑe is a DR–module
isomorphism, it maps an isotypic component F e∗Mi isomorphically onto another
isotypic componentMσ(i) for some permutation σ of the index set { 1, . . . , s }. For
r, the order of σ (i.e., σr = id), it follows that ϑer is an isomorphism of F er∗Mi onto
Mi for all i. Thus, the DR–isotypic decomposition ofM is, in fact, a decomposition
of M as a unit R[F er]–module. �

Corollary 3.11. Let R be regular and F–finite, and let M be a finitely generated
unit R[F ]–module that is semisimple as a DR–module. Each DR–isotypic compo-
nent of M is an R[F ]–submodule of M.

In particular, a simple, finitely generated unit R[F ]–module M is DR–isotypic,
i.e., as a DR–module, M∼= N⊕n for some simple DR–module N .

As a consequence, we get that a simple DR–submodule N of a unit R[F ]–module
M carries also a unit R[F ]–structure, although the inclusion N ⊆M is only R[F ]–
linear if F eM(N ) ⊆ N , which is in general not the case.
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Proposition 3.12. Let R be regular and F–finite. Let M be a finitely generated
unit R[F ]–module that has finite unit R[F ]–module length. Let N be a DR–sub-
quotient of M. Then N carries a unit R[F ]–module structure.

Proof. Since the category of unit R[F ]–modules is closed under extensions, we can
reduce, by induction on the DR–module length of N (which is finite by Theorem
3.4), to the case of N being DR–simple.

Using that M has finite length as a unit R[F ]–module and as a DR–module,
one reduces to the case that M itself is simple as a unit R[F ]–module. Then, by
Corollary 3.11, M is semisimple as a DR–module and N–isotypic, i.e., as a DR–
module, M ∼= N⊕n. Let ϑe be the structural morphism of M. Let πi : M −→ N
be the projection onto the ith direct summand. The composition

F e∗N ⊆ F e∗M ϑe−−−→M πi−−→ N

is nonzero for at least one index i, since ϑe is an isomorphism. As a DR–linear map
between simple modules, it must be an isomorphism. Thus F e∗N ∼= N , and N is
a unit R[F ]–module. �

Note that the constructed unit R[F ]–structure on N is by no means unique;3

neither are the maps which express N as a sub-quotient of M maps of R[F ]–
modules.

3.4. Connection to vector spaces with Frobenius action. By definition, a
DR[F e]–module structure on M is a DR–linear map ϑe : F e∗M −→ M, where
F e∗M carries its natural DR–structure given by Frobenius descent. Thus, the set of
DR[F e]–module structures onM can be identified with HomDR(F e∗M,M). IfM
admits a unit DR[F e]–structure ϑe : F e∗M

∼=−−→M, this induces an isomorphism
HomDR(F e∗M,M) ∼= EndDR(M).

Lemma 3.13. Let (M, ϑe) be a unit DR[F e]–module. Every DR[F e]–structure ϑ′e

on M can be written as ϑ′e = ϕ ◦ ϑe for some unique ϕ ∈ EndDR(M).

Proof. The map ϑ′
e 7→ ϑ′

e ◦ (ϑe)−1 is inverse to the map ϕ 7→ ϕ ◦ ϑe. �

Furthermore, ϑ′e defines a unit DR[F ]–structure if and only if the associated
ϕ = ϑ′

e ◦ (ϑe)−1 in EndDR(M) is a DR–module automorphism of M. Thus the
unit DR[F e]–structures are in one-to-one correspondence with AutDR(M).

Also note that the Frobenius actions on M corresponding to ϑe and ϑ′
e are

related by F ′e = ϕ ◦ F e.
Now assume that M is DR–isotypic. Then M ∼= V ⊗k N for some finite-

dimensional k–vector-space V and a simple DR–module N . In this way of writing
things a differential operator δ acts as δ(v ⊗ n) = v ⊗ δ(n). This is well defined
since k is perfect.

In order to study the Frobenius actions onM = V ⊗kN via the Frobenius actions
on V , we assume that EndDR(N ) = k. This allows us to identify the DR–module
endomorphisms of M with the k–linear endomorphisms of V .

3In general, the unit DR[F e]–structures of a DR–simple module N correspond to EndDR (N ),

which is expected to be a rather controllable set if N is DR–simple, cf. 3.4.1.
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3.4.1. Discussion of the assumption EndDR(N ) = k. In characteristic zero, under
the assumption that R is a regular ring, essentially of finite type over k, Quillen’s
lemma [18] shows that the DR–module endomorphism set of a simple DR–module
is algebraic over k. Thus, if k is algebraically closed, EndDR(N ) = k. Quillen’s
proof exploits the fact that DR, in characteristic zero, is a finitely generated algebra
over k. This fails in finite characteristic. Nevertheless, one has the following result
due to Dixmier [7]; for convenience we also recall the proof.

Lemma 3.14. Let R be a k–algebra such that the cardinality of k is strictly big-
ger than the cardinality of a k–basis of R. If N is a simple DR–module, then
EndDR(N ) is algebraic over k.

Proof. Let κ be the cardinality of the k–basis of R and κ′ the strictly bigger car-
dinality of k. Since N is simple, we have DRn = N for some (every nonzero)
n ∈ N . Thus every ϕ ∈ EndDR(N ) is determined by its value on n. Since DR is at
most κ–dimensional over k, so is N = DRn, and thus EndDR(N ) is also at most
κ–dimensional over k. Therefore, for any fixed ϕ ∈ EndDR(N ) (say ϕ 6∈ k), the set{

(ϕ+ λ)−1 | λ ∈ k
}

has cardinality κ′ > κ, thus must be linearly dependent (we
use that EndDR(N ) is a division ring by Schur’s lemma). A relation of linear depen-
dence among some finitely many (ϕ+ λi)−1 gives, after clearing denominators, an
algebraic relation for ϕ. Clearing denominators works just as in the commutative
case, since all (ϕ+ λi)−1 commute with each other. �

It is an interesting open problem whether an analog of Quillen’s lemma holds in
finite characteristic.

For the rest of this section we assume that EndDR(N) = k. In the next section
we will be able to put ourselves in a situation of Lemma 3.14, so that we are able
to apply the following results.

Lemma 3.15. LetM∼= V ⊗kN for a simple DR–module N such that EndDR(N ) =
k. Then EndDR(M) ∼= Endk(V ).

Tensoring with N ⊗ gives a one-to-one correspondence between the k–vector
subspaces of V and the DR–submodules of N ⊗ V ∼=M.

Proof. After the choice of a basis for V , the ring EndDR(M) is the matrix algebra
over EndDR(N ) = k of size dimk V . This identifies EndDR(M) with Endk(V ).
Given a ϕk ∈ Endk(V ), the corresponding map in EndDR(M) is idN ⊗ϕk.

Let M′ be a DR–submodule of M. Since M is semisimple, we find a DR–
submoduleM′′ such thatM′ ⊕M′′ ∼=M. Then M′ is the kernel of the endomor-
phism ϕ : M π−−→ M′′ ⊆ M, where π is the projection onto the direct summand
M′′. Thus, by the first part, ϕ = idN ⊗ϕk for some ϕk in Endk(V ). Then clearly
M′ = V ′ ⊗N , with V ′ = kerϕk. �

I want to extend the last lemma so that it incorporates Frobenius operations.
Then it is possible to reduce questions about unit R[F ]–submodules of M (e.g., are
there any nontrivial ones?) to the equivalent questions about k[F ]–subspaces of V .
The main observation is:

Proposition 3.16. Let M = V ⊗k N be as in the last lemma. Assume that M is
a unit DR[F e]–module with Frobenius action F eM. Then there is a Frobenius action
F eV on V such that the DR[F e]–submodules of M are in one-to-one correspondence
with the k[F e]–submodules of V .
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Proof. First observe that by Proposition 3.12, N carries some (not necessarily
unique) unit DR[F e]–module structure. Denote the corresponding Frobenius action
by F eN . The choice of a basis of V equips V with a unit k[F e]–structure by letting
F e act as the identity on the basis and extending pe linearly. This Frobenius action
we denote by F ′eV . Then F ′

e
M

def= F eN ⊗ F ′
e
V defines a unit DR[F e]–structure. The

corresponding Frobenius structure onM is given by

(Re ⊗R N )⊗k V −→ N e ⊗k V ∼= N ⊗k (ke ⊗k V ) −→ N ⊗k V,

where the first map is the unit R[F e]–structure on N and the last is the unit
k[F e]–structure on V . Since these both are isomorphisms, so is the composition.

By Lemma 3.13, we can express F eM = ϕ ◦ F ′eM for some ϕ ∈ AutDR(M). By
Lemma 3.15 we can write ϕ = idN ⊗ϕV for some k–vector-space automorphism ϕV
of V . Denoting the corresponding unit k[F e]–structure on V by F eV

def= ϕV ◦ F ′eV ,
one easily verifies that F eM = F eN ⊗ F eV . Indeed,

F eN ⊗ F eV = F eN ⊗ (ϕV ◦ F ′eV ) = ϕ ◦ (F eN ⊗ F ′
e
V ) = ϕ ◦ F ′eM = F eM.

With F eV we have constructed the desired Frobenius action on V . Since F eM =
F eN ⊗F eV , we have F eM(N ⊗V ′) = N ⊗F eV (V ′). Therefore, a DR–submodule of the
form N ⊗ V ′ ofM is stable under F eM if and only if the subspace V ′ of V is stable
under F eV . By Lemma 3.15 every DR–submodule of M is of this form. �

Note that by Proposition 3.6, the DR[F ]–submodules ofM are exactly the unit
R[F ]–submodules. One gets the following corollary.

Corollary 3.17. With the notation as in the last proposition, the unit R[F e]–
submodules of (M, F eM) are in one-to-one correspondence with the k[F e]–submod-
ules of (V, F eV ).

In particular, M is a simple unit R[F ]–module if and only if V is a simple
k[F ]–module.

4. Length of unit R[F ]–modules

The length of an object M in an abelian category (the length of the longest
chain of proper inclusions of objects in the category starting with zero and ending
with M) is denoted by small l∗ decorated by a modifier pointing out the category.
For example, if M is a finitely generated unit R[F e]–module, we denote

luR[F e](M) = the length of the unit R[F e]–module M,
luR[F er](M) = the length of M as a unit R[F er]–module,

lDR(M) = the length of M as a DR–module,
luR[F ](M) = the length of M as a unit R[F ]–module.

One easily concludes the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1. Let R be essentially of finite type over the perfect field k. Let
M be a finitely generated unit R[F e]–module. Then there is an r > 0 such that

luR[F e](M) ≤ luR[F er](M) = luR[F ](M) ≤ lDR(M),

and furthermore, all these lengths are finite.
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Proof. By the above Theorem 3.4, the length ofM as a DR–module is finite. The
inclusion of categories

uR[F e]–mod ⊆ uR[F ]–mod ⊆ DR–mod

shows the claimed inequality of lengths. The equality follows, since a chain of
finitely many R[F ]–modules is a chain of R[F er]–modules for some r > 0. �

More interesting is the case when one asks what happens after extending the
perfect field k ⊆ R over which R is essentially of finite type. If K is such an
extension field of k, then we denote RK = K⊗kR. Clearly, tensoring with K⊗k
is a functor from uR[F e]–mod to uRK [F e]–mod, from uR[F ]–mod to uRK [F ]–mod
and from DR–mod to DRK–mod, preserving finite generation. Furthermore, this
functor can only increase the length, since it is faithful.

Definition 4.2. LetM be a finitely generated unit R[F e]–module. The geometric
length of M is defined as the length of K ⊗k M, where K is an algebraically
closed field containing k. This notion of geometric length applies to all the lengths
introduced above, and is denoted by l∗, where ∗ is the appropriate category.

For this to make sense, one has to show that the length does not depend on the
chosen algebraically closed field K. For the categories of finitely generated unit
R[F e]–modules and R[F ]–modules, this is a consequence of the next proposition.
The case of DR–submodules of unit R[F ]–modules is treated in the next subsection
as a byproduct of Theorem 4.5.

Proposition 4.3. Let R be essentially of finite type over an algebraically closed
field k, and let K be an algebraically closed extension field. IfM is a simple finitely
generated unit R[F e]–module (resp. R[F ]–module), then K ⊗kM is also simple as
a unit RK [F e]–module (resp. RK [F ]–module).

Proof. The proof of this is a fairly standard argument using the Nullstellensatz
and generic flatness.4 In order to apply these techniques, one has to work with
finitely generated R–modules. Thus the trick consists of using the roots of the unit
R[F e]–modules in question. These are finitely generated R–modules.

Let β : M −→ F e∗M be a root of M. Then βK : MK = K ⊗k M −→ F e∗RKMK

is a root of MK = K ⊗kM. Let N be a nonzero unit R[F e]–submodule of MK .
Then the restriction of βK to NK = MK ∩ N is a root of N . Since both MK and
NK are finitely presented, one can find free presentations

R⊕n
′

K −→ R⊕m
′

K −→MK −→ 0 and R⊕nK −→ R⊕mK −→ NK −→ 0.

4Thanks go to Brian Conrad for suggesting that these techniques could be applied here.
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The root morphism βK as well as the inclusion iK : NK −→ MK can be extended
to a commutative diagram:

(3) R⊕n
′

K
// R⊕m

′

K
// MK

// 0

R⊕nK
//

��

OO

R⊕mK
//

��

OO

NK //
?�

iK

OO

� _

βK

��

0

F e∗R⊕nK
// F e∗R⊕mK

// F e∗NK // 0

R⊕nK
// R⊕mK

The third row is just the Frobenius functor F e∗RK applied to the second row. The
equal signs indicate the natural unit R[F e]–structure on R. Thus, the six maps of
free RK–modules constituting the left big rectangle completely determine the root
morphisms βK and the inclusion ik : NK ⊆ MK . Since these are maps of finitely
generated free RK–modules, they are defined over a finitely generated k–algebra
A ⊆ K: just adjoin to k all the coefficients of the matrices representing these maps.
Then these maps are, in fact, maps of free RA = (A ⊗k R)-modules. We get the
corresponding diagram of RA–modules defining MA and NA as the cokernels of
these maps of free modules (clearly, MA

∼= A⊗kM):

(4) R⊕n
′

A
// R⊕m

′

A
// MA

// 0

R⊕nA
//

��

OO

R⊕mA
//

��

OO

NA //

βA

��

iA

OO

0

F e∗R⊕nA
// F e∗R⊕mA

// F e∗NA // 0

R⊕nA
// R⊕mA

Since F e∗ is right exact, the cokernel of the third row is in fact F e∗RANA as indicated.
The map βA and the map iA are the ones induced on cokernels. By further enlarging
A one can assume that all the modules involved (and especially the kernels of βA
and iA) are free A–modules by generic flatness, [8], Theorem 14.4. Obviously,
tensoring this diagram with K over A, one gets back diagram (3). Since we chose
A such that the kernel of βA is free, it follows that this kernel must be zero, since
it is zero after tensoring with K. Similarly, the kernel of iA is also zero. Thus βA
and iA are injective. Thus we can think of β as the root of a finitely generated unit
RA[F e]–submodule NA of MA = A⊗kM.

Now, let m be a maximal ideal of A. Then, reducing mod m, we see that
Nk

def= A/m ⊗A NA is a root of the unit R[F e]–submodule Nk def= A/m ⊗A NA of
M (here we used the Nullstellensatz and the algebraic closedness of k to conclude
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that A/m ⊗A RA ∼= R, since A/m = k). Again, by ensuring that NA is free over
A, it follows that Nk and therefore Nk is nonzero. Since M is simple, it follows
that Nk = M. But this implies that Nk = M , and therefore NA = MA. Thus
NK = MK , and thus NK =MK . This implies that MK is a simple unit RK [F e]–
module.

The case ofM being a simple R[F ]–module follows easily. M is a simple R[F e]–
module for infinitely many e. Thus MK is a simple RK [F e]–module for such e,
and therefore also a simple RK [F ]–module. �

As a corollary of the proof of the proposition, one gets

Corollary 4.4. Let R be essentially of finite type over a perfect field k. Let M be
a finitely generated unit R[F e]–module. Then there is a finite algebraic extension
field k′ of k such that luR[F e](M) = lRk′ [F e](Mk′ ) and similarly for the unit R[F ]–
module length.

Proof. After tensoring with the algebraic closure K, one has a finite sequence of
unit RK [F e]–submodules ofMK :

0 ⊆M1 ⊆M2 ⊆ . . . ⊆Ms =MK ,

where s is the geometric R[F e]–module length of M. Similarly as in the proof of
the last proposition, i.e., turning to presentations of the roots, we see that all these
M i’s arise as K ⊗k M i

k′ , where M i
k′ are unit RK [F e]–submodules of Mk′ (k′ takes

the role of A in the last proof). This shows that the unit Rk′ [F e]–module length
of Mk′ is equal to the geometric unit R[F e]–module length of M.

The case of unit R[F ]–module length is achieved by looking at R[F e]–module
lengths for sufficiently big e. �

4.1. Geometric F–length is geometric DR–length. The fact that the geomet-
ric DR–module length is well defined will be proved by showing that for sufficiently
huge fields K, the DRK–module length is equal to the RK [F ]–module length. Then,
if R is essentially of finite type over the algebraically closed field k, we have the
chain of inequalities

luR[F ] ≤ lDR ≤ lDRK = luRK [F ].

Therefore equality prevails everywhere, and the geometric DR–module length is
also well defined. The crucial step is therefore the following theorem.

Theorem 4.5. Let k be algebraically closed and of strictly bigger cardinality than
a k–basis of R. Then a simple finitely generated unit R[F ]–module M is simple as
a DR–module.

Proof. By Corollary 3.11, (M, ϑeM, F
e
M) is DR–isotypic. Hence, as a DR–module,

M is isomorphic to V ⊗kN for a simple DR–module N and a finite-dimensional k–
vector-space V . The cardinality assumption together with the algebraic closedness
of k implies (Lemma 3.14) that EndDR(N ) = k. Thus we are in the situation of
Proposition 3.16, and therefore obtain a unit k[F e]–structure F eV on V such that
the unit R[F ]–submodules of M are in one-to-one correspondence with the k[F ]–
submodules of V . In particular, M is simple as a unit R[F ]–module if and only
if V has no nontrivial F eV –stable submodules. The following Proposition 4.6 of
Dieudonné then shows that V is one-dimensional. Therefore M ∼= N , and M is
DR–simple. �
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The last technical aid is Dieudonné [6], Proposition 3, page 233, the statement
of which we recall.

Proposition 4.6. Let k be an algebraically closed field and V a finite-dimensional
k[F e]–vector-space. If the Frobenius F e acts injectively on V , then V has a basis
consisting of F e–fixed elements of V .

As a corollary of the last theorem we get the equality of geometric R[F ]–module
length and DR–module length.

Corollary 4.7. Let R be regular, essentially of finite type over a field k, and let M
be a finitely generated unit R[F ]–module. Then the geometric DR–module length of
M is well defined and equal to the geometric unit R[F ]–module length of M.

Proof. Since the geometric unit R[F ]–module length is well defined (Proposition
4.3),

luR[F ](M) = luRK [F ](MK)

with K any algebraically closed extension field of k. Given a maximal filtration of
MK as a unit RK [F ]–module,

0 ⊆M1 ⊆ . . . ⊆Ml =MK ,

with simple unit RK [F ]–module quotients if K is sufficiently big (uncountable), the
last theorem shows that all the quotients are DRK–simple. Therefore the geometric
DR–module length of M is equal to l = luR[F ], and thus it too is well defined
(independent of K). �

5. Examples

An example of a simple R[F ]–module that is not simple as a DR–module is given.
This example is constructed as a free R–moduleM of rank 2. Let the action of the
Frobenius F e with respect to some basis A = (e1, e2) be represented by the matrix

A =
(

0 1
1 x

)
for some element x ∈ R, i.e., for v = v1e1 + v2e2 the action of F e is given by

v =
(
v1

v2

)
7→ A

(
vq1
vq2

)
.

The choice of basis A also induces a natural DR–structure on M ∼= R ⊕ R by
acting componentwise on the direct summands. Unless otherwise specified, this is
the DR–module structure on M we have in mind.

The matrix Ar representing the rth power of this Frobenius action F e with
respect to this basis is given by

Ar = AA[q] · · ·A[qr−1 ],

where the square brackets [q] raise each coefficient of the matrix to its qth power.
Equivalently, Ar can be described inductively by the equation Ar = Ar−1A

[qr−1],
which translates into an inductive formula for the coefficients of Ar. One has

(5) Ar =
(
aqr−2 aqr−1

ar−1 ar

)
,
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where ar = ar−2 + ar−1x
qr−1

with a−1 = 0 and a0 = 1. So, for example, this
formula computes as

A1 =
(

0 1
1 x

)
and A2 =

(
1 xq

x xq+1 + 1

)
,

which can be easily verified by hand. We prove these assertions by induction:

Ar = Ar−1A
[qr−1] =

(
aqr−2 aqi−3 + aqr−2x

qr−1

ai−1 aa−2 + ai−1x
qr−1

)

=
(
aqr−2 (ar−3 + ar−2x

qr−2
)q

ar−1 ar

)
=
(
aq2−1 aqr−1

ar−1 ar

)
,

where the base case is by the initial condition of the recursion for ar. Furthermore,
we note that, thinking of ar as polynomials in x, the degree in x of ar is deg ar =
1 + q + q2 + . . .+ qr−1. Again an induction argument shows this nicely:

deg ar = max{deg ar−2, deg ar−1 + qr−1}
= max{1 + q + . . . qr−3, 1 + q + . . .+ qr−2 + qr−1}
= 1 + q + . . .+ qr−2 + qr−1,

and for the start of the induction we just recall that a−1 = 0 and a0 = 1. This
setup is used as the basis for the following examples.

5.0.1. A simple R[F 1]–module that is not DR–simple. Let R = F3 and x = 1. Since
the Frobenius F is the identity on F3, Frobenius actions are just linear maps. The
linear map represented by

A =
(

0 1
1 1

)
is not diagonalizable, since its characteristic polynomial PA(t) = t(t − 1) + 1 is
irreducible over F3. ThusM is a simple F3[F 1]–module. Since F3 is perfect, we get
DF3 = F3, and thusM is not simple as a DF3–module, since it is a free F3–module
of rank 2. Note that, since EndF3(M) is finite, some power of F will be the identity
onM. An easy calculation shows that F 4 = − idM , and thereforeM is not simple
as a F3[F 4]–module.

On the other hand, after adjoining a root α of the polynomial PA = t(t− 1) + 1
to F3, we get the extension field k = F3(α). Clearly, k ⊗F3 M is no longer simple
as a k[F 1]–module.

5.0.2. A DR–submodule that is not an R[F ]–submodule. Now let R be a ring con-
taining an infinite perfect field k with x ∈ k transcendental over the prime field
Fp. With this x the matrix A, in fact, represents a DR–linear map of M (this is
because differential operators DR are linear over any perfect subring of R). Since
ar is a nonzero polynomial in x with coefficients in Fp, and since x is transcendental
over the prime field, ar is a nonzero element of k. This implies that, for example,
Re1 is not stable under any power of F e, for this would be equivalent to the matrix
Ar having a zero entry in the bottom left corner. But this entry is ar−1, which
we just argued is nonzero. Thus Re1 is a (simple) DR–submodule that is not an
R[F ]–submodule of M .
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5.1. A simple unit R[F ]–module that is not DR–simple. Now we come to
the main example of a simple R[F ]–module that is not DR-simple. This will show
that the unit R[F ]–module and DR–module lengths of a unit R[F ]–module can be
different. It provides a counterexample to Lyubeznik’s Remark 5.6a in [15], where
he speculates that simple DR–submodules of simple unit R[F ]–modules are in fact
R[F ]–submodules.

With A andM as before, let R = k(x)1/p∞ be the perfect closure of k(x), where
x is a new variable and k is perfect. As before we define the Frobenius action F e

on M as being represented by A, i.e., given by application of

F e( ) =
(

0 1
1 x

)
( )[pe]

with respect to the basis A. Since R is perfect, R = DR, and consequently this
(and every) unit R[F ]–structure is compatible with the DR–structure.

To show that (M, F e) is simple as a unit R[F ]–module, we show that M is a
simple unit R[F er]–module for all r. We proceed in 3 steps:

Step 1. With respect to the basis A the action F er is represented by the matrix
Ar. We change the basis appropriately to B = (f1, f2) such that the
representing matrix Br of F er with respect to the basis B is “nice”; by
this we mean that

Br =
(

0 sr
1 tr

)

for some sr, tr ∈ Fp[x].
Step 2. Assuming that there is a v ∈ M such that F er(v) = λv yields a monic

algebraic equation which gives an algebraic equation for x.
Step 3. By transcendence of x this equation must be zero, and we discrimi-

nate two cases to arrive at a contradiction. One is treated by a degree
argument, the other by differentiation.

Let us begin with Step 1: The basis that will lead to the matrix Br of the desired
shape is f1 = e1 and f2 = aqr−2e1 + ar−1e2. Thus the matrix responsible for the
base change from A to B is

Cr
def=
(

1 aqr−2

0 ar−1

)
.

With respect to the new basis B the Frobenius action F er is represented by the
matrix Br = C−1

r ArC
[qr ]
r . This can be checked by hand; a more thorough discussion

of Frobenius actions on free R–modules under change of basis can be found in [3].
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To determine sr and tr we explicitly calculate Br:

Br = C−1
r ArC

[qr ]
r = C−1

r

(
aqr−2 aqr−1

ar−1 ar

)(
1 aq

r+q
r−2

0 aq
r

r−1

)

=
1

ar−1

(
ar−1 −aqr−2

0 1

)(
aqr−2 aqr−2a

qr+q
r−2 + aqr−1a

qr

r−1

ar−1 ar−1a
qr+q
r−2 + ara

qr

r−1

)

=

(
0 −aq

r−1
r−1 detAr

1 aq
r+q
r−2 + ara

qr−1
r−1

)

=

(
0 (−1)r−1aq

r−1
r−1

1 aq
r+q
r−2 + ara

qr−1
r−1

)
.

Besides index juggling skills, one only needs the equation detAr = (−1)r, which
follows from the recursive definition of Ar and the fact that detA = −1. We can
read off the desired expressions for sr and tr:

sr = (−1)r−1aq
r−1
r−1 and tr = aq

r+q
r−2 + ara

qr−1
r−1 .

Note that both are in Fp[x], since ai ∈ Fp[x].
We now work over this new basis B and start with Step 2. Assume we have

v = (α, 1)t such that F r(v) = λv. One reduces from a general v = (α, β)t to this
case by dividing by β; 5.0.2 ensures that β is not zero. Considering λv = Brv

[qr ],
this yields two equations:

sr = λα,

αq
r

+ tr = λ.

Substituting the latter in the former, we get a monic algebraic equation for α with
coefficients in k[x]:

αq
r+1 + trα− sr = 0.

Since k[x]1/p
∞

is integrally closed in R, we conclude that α ∈ k[x]1/p
∞

. Choose t
minimal such that α ∈ k[x1/pt ]. Then β(x) = αp

t

is in k[x], and not a pth power
unless t = 0. Taking the ptth power of the last equation, we get

(6) βq
r+1 + tp

t

r β − sp
t

r = 0,

which is an algebraic relation for x with coefficients in k. Thus it is constant zero
by transcendence of x.

For Step 3 we distinguish the following two cases:

t > 0 : Differentiating (6) with respect to x, we get

βq
r ∂
∂xβ + tp

t

r
∂
∂xβ = 0.

Since we chose β not to be a pth power, its derivative is nonzero. Thus
we can divide the above by ∂

∂xβ and get βq
r

= −tptr . Substituting
this back into (6), we get sp

t

r =0. But this is a contradiction, since
sr = ±aq

r−1
r−1 6= 0.
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t = 0 : For this we have to determine the degrees of the terms in Equation (6).
As observed earlier, deg(ar) = 1 + q + . . .+ qr−1. Therefore,

deg sr = (qr − 1) deg(ar−1)

= −1− q − . . .− qr−2 + qr + . . .+ q2r−2,

deg tr ≤ max{deg(aq
r+q
r−2 ), deg(aia

qr−1
r−1 )}

= qr−1 + . . .+ q2r−2.

In fact, equality prevails in the last inequality, since the two entries in
the max are different (the second is always bigger). To be precise,

deg(aq
r+q
r−2 ) = (qr + q)(1 + . . .+ qr−3)

= q + . . .+ qr−2 + qr + . . .+ q2r−3,

deg(aia
qr−1
r−1 ) = 1 + q + . . .+ qr−1 − 1

− . . .− qr−2 + qr + . . .+ q2r−2

= qr−1 + . . .+ q2r−2.

Since qr−1 > 1 + q + . . . + qr−2, we see that the second line is in fact
strictly bigger than the first. Thus the degree of sr is strictly smaller
than the degree of tr, and therefore the first two terms of (6) must have
the same degree. If we denote the degree of β by n, we get

(qr + 1)n = deg(tr) + n,

and after dividing by qr−1 this simplifies to

1 = qn− q − q2 − . . .− qr−1.

The right side is divisible by q, but the left side certainly is not. This
is a contradiction.

This finishes the proof that M is a simple R[F er]–module for all r > 0. Thus
M is a simple R[F ]–module, but M is not simple as a DR–module since every
one-dimensional R–subspace is a nontrivial DR–submodule.

Let R′ = R(α) be the field one obtains by adjoining to R a root α of the
polynomial P (t) = tp

2
+ xtp − t. Then

F (
(
αp

α

)
) =

(
0 1
1 x

)(
αp

2

αp

)
=
(

αp

αp
2

+ xαp

)
=
(
αp

α

)
,

which shows that the element (αp, α)t of M′ = R′ ⊗RM is fixed by F . Thus M′
is not simple as an R′[F ]–module.

5.1.1. Examples over the polynomial ring. So far the examples were over a field.
Starting with these examples, it is not hard to obtain equivalent examples over
higher-dimensional rings. For this let (V, F e) be the simple unit K[F ]–module of the
last example (K = Fp(x)1/p∞ ). Let R be a regular K–algebra, essentially of finite
type over K (e.g., R = K ⊗Fp Fp[x1, . . . , xn] = K[x1, . . . , xn]). Let M = R ⊗K V ,
where we point out that R is a simple DR-module and EndDR(R) = K. Then
M carries a natural R[F e]–structure defined by F eM(n ⊗ v) = np

e ⊗ F e(v). This
is exactly the situation of Proposition 3.16, and it follows that the unit K[F e]–
submodules of V are in one-to-one correspondence with the unit R[F e]–submodules
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ofM. Thus, the simplicity of V as a unit K[F ]–module implies thatM is a simple
unit R[F ]–module. Clearly, since V is not DK–simple, M is not DR–simple.
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